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Matematicky ustav CSA V, Prague, Czechoslovakia 
It is proved that the languages generated by context-free gram- 
mars, whose rules are partially ordered, constitute an interme- 
diate class between the context-free and contexJ~-sensitive lan- 
guages; the first inclusion is shown to be proper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I t  is wel] known that context-sensitive languages can be generated by 
means of monotonic grammars (see Ginsburg, Greibach, 1966) i.e. 
grammars whose rules have the form f --~ g, where I f  ] , the length of f, 
is not greater than I g I . Such a grammar generates the language, but 
almost no grammatical structure of the language is given. When such a 
structure is also investigated the original definition of context-sensitive 
grammar, i.e. grammar with the rules of the form xZy ~ xwy, where 
I Z t  = 1, I w I > 0, must be used, or, better still the explicit context 
form Z---~ w/x  -- y is sometimes preferred. This notation is to be under- 
stood as "the context-free rule Z --+ w is used, but it can be applied only 
in the context x - y". As context-free rules enable us to introduce a 
grammatical structure into the language, we are also able in this way 
to obtain a kind of structure in a context-sensitive language. 
At this point we may ask what class of languages will be obtained 
when conditions other than only definite context limit the application 
of a context-free rule. Two such limitations will be studied in this paper: 
( I)  A partial ordering will be introduced into the set of rules and 
when more rules can be applied to a string the preference must be given 
to the greater one. 
( I I )  Each rule r is assigned the regular language ~(r)  and a rule r 
can only be applied to a string f if f 6 ~(r) .  I t  can be seen that case I I  
is a generation of case I. In  this paper it is proved that even in ease I 
we obtain non-context-free languages and that in case I I  we obtain 
precisely the class of all context-sensitive languages. 
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There is another way leading to the grammars ub I: The theory of 
Markov's algorithm and the theory of grammars have some formal 
points in common, but in others they differ. One difference is, for in- 
stance, the condition under which a derivation stopS. Frig (1965) in- 
vestigated what would happen if Markov's stop-conditions were intro- 
duced on grammars. Another difference is that Markov's rules are 
completely ordered and this order must be preserved uring derivation. 
The question arising is what will be the result of the introduction of the 
ordering into grammars. 
The paper begins with a reminder of basic terms. In order to avoid 
the superfluous repetition in the definitions of how all three introduced 
types of grammars "work," the auxiliary generalized grammar is used, 
all other grammars being its particular cases. 
In Section 4 the non-context-free language {a~b~c~; n >= 1} is proved 
to be generated by means of a grammar with ordered rules. Section 5 
deals with grammars of case II. That this type of grammar generates 
precisely all context-sensitive languages i proved in Section 7. 
2. 
As to basic terms and notions we refer to Chomsky (1959), Chomsky, 
Miller (1963), Fri~ (1965) and to Markov (1954). Here, we consider 
them only briefly and with certain modifications: 
(a) Let V be an alphabet, V* a set of all words over the alphabet 
including the empty word A. If U c V, then let ~ ( U, f), wheref E V*, 
denote the number of letters from U in the word f, each letter being 
counted as many times as it occurs in f. Particularly, ~ (E, f) is the 
so-called length ]fl of the word f. 
Let ~ be some relations between words E V*. Its ancestral is denoted 
by ~*  (f ~*  g, if there exist f l ,  f2, " "  ,f.-1 C V*, such that f = 
Given the alphabets V, U c V, the relation ~ over V*, and S c V*, 
then the quadruple 
G= (V, U, ~ ,  5) 
is called a generalized grammar. Each generalized grammar G will be 
assigned a language L(G) representing the set 
{g; sC S exists such that s~*g l  [7 U*. 
The generalized grammar defined in such a way is, of course, generally 
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nonconstructive. To  make it constructive, several methods may be used. 
Consider first the classical procedure. 
(b) Let R be a finite binary relation (f.b.r.) over V, i.e., R is a 
finite set of pairs (h, k) called rules (where h, k E V*). 
To introduce the generating system (over V), (V, R}, we define for 
rCR 
f ~ g (r), 
if we may write f = f lhfs, g = flkf~, where r = (h, k); and 
f ~ g (R), 
if f ~ g (r) holds for some r C R. 
Again, let U c V and let S be a finite subset of the set V*, then the 
quadruplet 
G = (V, U, R, S} (1) 
is referred to as a g~ummar and the pairs (h, k) ~ R as its rules. 
We assign each grammar G the generalized grammar G ~°" = 
(V, U, ~ (R), S} and so the language L(G) = dof L(Ggen). 
(c) Various restrictions may be put on the grammars. If S = {s} 
where s ~ V~ ( --def V - U), we shall term G as T0-grammar, and write 
simplyG = (V, U, R, s} instead of G = (V, U,R,{s}}. 
The class of all languages (over the alphabet U) which may be 
generated by using To-grammar is denoted by To (T0(U)). As is well 
known, To is the class of all constructive languages (over U). 
If all rules (h, k) of To-grammar G satisfy the condition 
(T1) h, tc may be written as h = hlvh3, 
k = hlh2h3 where vC V~, h2 ~ A, 
then the grammar G will be called Tl-grammar, and the class of all 
languages L(G) ,  where G is Tl-grammar, will be denoted by 1"1 and 
termed the class of context-sensitive languages (over U). 
If the rules (h,/c) of T0-grammar G satisfy a more stringent condition, 
namely 
(T2) h C V~, /c ~ A, 
then G will be T2-grammar and the languages generated by means of it 
constitute, by the definition, the class T~ termed the class of context-free 
languages. 
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Finally, T0-grammar G with the rules satisfying the most stringent of 
the investigated conditions, namely 
(T~) hE V~ , k C U* U U*V~ , 
or, expressed in more detail, such that each of its rules is of one the 
following forms • 
(T3,1) (x, fy), 
(T3.2) (x,f),  where x, yC V~r, f~  U*, 
will be called T3-grammar and the class of languages generated by using 
one will be termed the class of regular languages and denoted by "1"3 • 
The definitions of the type T¢ are also given in a slightly modified 
form; according to ours, none of the languages from T1 (and also from 
T2) involves the word h. Since this is not essential, however, we' use the 
definitions as given above. The classes T~ correspond to the so-cMled 
languages of the type i (Chomsky, 1959). 
3. 
The relation ~ may be made constructive by many other methods. 
We shall consider two of them here; the first being a generalization f 
2.(b) and the second representing a further generalization f the first. 
Let V be an alphabet and R an f.b.r, over V, and let < be a relation 
of partial ordering on R. 
(R, <) i f  
(R), i.e., i f f  = flhf2, g = f~kf2 where (h, k) E R, 
Define f ~ g 
(1) f~  g 
and if 
(2) f~g '  
The quintuple 
(p) does not hold for any p C R for which p > (h, k). 
¢ = (v, u, R, <, s) (1) 
will be termed a grammar with ordering and assigned the auxiliary 
generalized grammar 
G g°n = (V, U, ~ (R, <) ,  S} 
and the language 
L(G) = aof L(ag°'). 
Define a language L ~ T~ rd if there exists such a grammar with order- 
ing G = (V, U, R, <, S} so that L = L(G) and the (nonordered) 
grammar G' = (V, U, R, S) is a T~ grammar. 
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Trivially, T °ra D T~, (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). As a consequence of Church's 
q~ord thesis we have To = ~0 , which may readily be proved. 
Further, if (h, k~) < (h, ]c2) are two rules having the same left-hand 
sides, then the "smaller" rule (h,/el) cannot be applied in any deriva- 
tion and thus may be on'fitted without causing a change in the resulting 
rpord language. It  follows immediately that Ta = -3 • 
The following section proves that 1"2 ~ T~ ~a. 
4. 
Let us consider a generating system over the alphabet V = 
{s, u, ul , us,  v, vl , v2 , w, wl , w2, xl , x2} U U where U = {a, b, c} and 
with the following rules in R: 
(1) (s, uvw) (4a) (w, cwl) (6c) @1 
(2a) (u, aul) (4b) (w, w2) (7a) (wl 
(2b) (u, u~) (4c) (w, xl) (7b) (wl 
(2e) (u, x~) (5a) (u~, u) (Sa) (u~ 
(3a) (v, bv~) (5b) (ul,  xl) (8b) (us 
(3b) (v, v2) (5c) (u l ,  x2) (9a) @2 
(3C) (?), Xl) (6a) (vi,  v) (9b) (v~ 
(6b) (v l ,x l )  (10a) (w: 
x,) 
w) 
a) 
xl) 
b) 
xl) 
c) 
The grammar G1 = (V, U, R, s} obviously meets (T2); the language 
L1 = L (G)  = [a'lbn2c"3; nl,  n2, n3 = 1, 2, ...} even belongs to the 
class Ta. 
Let us order R according to the graph shown below, where p --~ r 
stands for p > r. 
I 7b 6c 4c lOa 
/\ 
2a 2b 5a 8a 9a 
2c 5c 3c 
3a 3b 6a 4a 4b 7a 
Let us put G2 = (V, U,R,  <,s}.  Then 
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L(G2) = [anbnc'~; n -- 1, 2, 3, .-.}. (1) 
qrord It is known that L(G~) ~ T2, though it is C ~ • 
Proof of (1). Consider all possible derivations: s ~ . . .  ~ f, (R, < ) 
and p~y attention only to letters from V - U. Thus the following graph 
may be drawn, f --* g denoting that f ~ g', (R, < ) where g is g' with 
omitted letters C U: 
1 2b 3b 4b 
u v w ~  u2vw ~ u2v2w, s ~.~r  ~ " u2v2w2 
8a 9a 10a 
(The designation placed near the --* is the name of the corresponding 
rule.) 
The relation--* holds for the ~bove designated words ~nd besides 
these only for those involving the symbols xl or x2, from which, how- 
ever, no words can be derived. The statement (1) follows now readily 
from the graph by recognizing that the relation--~ differs from 
(R, <)  only in the case of the rules (2a), (3a), (4a), and then (8a), 
(9a), (10a) where the letters a, b, c, respectively are added. 
Now we consider the letters xl, x2. Though they ~re nontermina] 
letters (i.e. C V - U), nothing m~y be derived from them. Thus, from 
the point of view of derivation in a nonordered grammar, they are use- 
less ~nd together with the rules 
(2c), (3e), (4c), (5b), (5c), (6b), (6c), (7b), (8b), (9b) (2) 
may be omitted without any change in L1. In ~ddition to this, the above 
letters contradict Axiom 4, Section 4 of Chomsky, Miller (1963). 
Both defects may formally be evaded. The simplest way is to add 
other "unnecessary" rules, for example (x~, x2), (x2, xl), or, which is 
less formal, to include both Xl and x2 in U. By the latter procedure, 
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however, L2 changes to a Ls (and also L1 changes) which is not from 
Ts too. This follows from the fact, that intersection of a language from 
T2 and T8 belongs to the T2. 
The importance of the "blind" rules (2) in the ordered grammar 
stems from the fact that they prevent the "real" ones from being 
applied. 
5. 
The definition of the relation ~ (R, < ) for a given R and < may 
also be formulated in a way differing from that of Section 3. 
Let p be a given rule and let f l ,  f2, • • • , f~ be left sides of all rules 
p < (f~, g~) C R. Let us denote by Kp the set of all words not involving 
f~. From the equality 
K~ V* 6 * * = -- V f ,V  (1) 
i= l  
it is seen that Kp C T~. 
Finally, let us write f ~ g (R, < ), if 
(a) f~g (R), i.e. f = f~f~f~, g = f~ff f3,  ( f2 , f J )  C R,  and 
(b) f C K(s~.s~,). 
It  is obvious that both definitions are eqnivMent. Some generalization is 
clearly possible here, namely taking arbitrary languages from a certain 
class for Kp in the definition instead of special languages (1). We restrict 
our consideration to the case where this class is T3. 
DEFINITION. The quintuple G -- (V, U, R, ~, s} where V is an alpha- 
bet, U c V, R is f.b.r, over V, • is a mapping from R into T3(V}, 
and s C V - U, will be termed a grammar with T3 restrictions; let us 
define the following relation: f ~ g (R, 4)) holds for such f, g C V* for 
which 
f ~ g (R), (2) 
i.e. for which p = (f2, f2') C R exists such that f -- f~f2f3, g = f~f2'fs 
and 
f E (b(p). (3) 
Let the grammar ~x~th T3-restrictious G be assigned the generalized 
grammar Gg~" -- <V, U, ~ (R, ~), s> and the language L(G) --- L(Gg°') .  
As above we construct classes T~ ....  t. 
In the following section we shall state a lemma which will be used to 
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q~3--rest prove that -1 = T1 and so we shall derive 
q~ord q~3--rest -~- q~ord q~3--rest T~c.e  C .e  CT1 -1 .= ~1 • 
6. 
~LEMMA. Let G = (V, U, R, S) be such a grammar such that V~- = V - U 
may be decomposed into two disjunctive sets Vr = V~, U VN2 , so that 
~(U U VN,, h) <= ~(U U V~I, k) (1) 
and 
~(vN2,  h) _>- ~(Y~,  k) (2)  
hold for every (h, k) ~ R. Then, if L(G) does not involve the word A, 
L(G) C T1. 
Proof. According to (1) and (2) the number of the rules that can 
decrease the length (i.e., ]vi+l[ < ]v~ [) is in all derivations from given s: 
s ~ . . .  ~ v~ ~ v~+l ~ . . .  ~ w (3)  
at most ~(Vx~, s). If we denote 
j = max~(V~2, s) (4) 
s~B 
and 
Lk = {w E U*; for some s C S there exists a derivation (3) in 
which the set {i; Iv~ ] < I v~+~ i} has at most k 
elements}, 
then we have L¢ = L(G). 
I t  was proved by Ginsburg and Greibach (1966) that Lk is a CS- 
language, i.e. in our notation Lk E T~. 
7. 
T3-res$ 
THEOREM.  1 = Wl. 
Proof. Let G = (V, U, R, ~, s} be a grammar with T~-restrictions. 
We construct a grammar H = (W, U, P, t} such that 
L(H) = L(G). (1) 
For any p C R, let Gp = (V~, U, Rp, sp) be a grammar meeting 
(T~) for which L(G~) --- ~(p). Furthermore, let 
V~NV~, = U for every P ~pr .  (2) 
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Further, let T p and T ~ be new introduced letters for every p E R and 
v E Vp-  U respectively. The set of these new letters will be denoted 
by Vp °, more precisely: for each p ~ R let Vp ° = { T ~ ; v E Vp - U} 
u/?p}. 
We construct Rp °, f.b.r, with the rules ( T J, f ~ ~), where (x, fy) is 
a rule from Rp of the type (T3,I) and and ( 1" ~f, f$  p), where (x, f) is a 
rule from Rp of the type (Ta.2). Let p be constant for a moment. It may 
readily be verified that if 
f~*  g (Rp°), (3) 
therL g = fl ~ J2 ,  where fJ2 = f (for some x). 
The condition f E q~(p) is necessary and sufficient for 
f~* fTv  (Rv°) • (4) 
Use the notation 
R°= U Rp °, V°= U Vp °. 
pER pER 
In regard to (2) the subscript p in Rp ° may be omitted both ir~ (3) 
and (4). 
Now introduce other new letters, namely $ p for all p E R, and the 
letters#, T, I .DenoteV~ = V° U{~v;pE  R} U{#, ~, l}andW = 
V 1 U V; P = R ° U R 1 U R 2, where R ~ involves the rules 
(# ?,  # T~) (5) 
( T v#, ~ p#) (6) 
(x $ p, (7) 
( $ pf, Tf') (8) 
(x 1, T x) (9) 
where p = (f, f ' ) ,  and x runs through all rules E P, and through all 
letters C V, respectively. We include the rules 
(#?, I) 
(Ix, xl) 
(I #, A) (where again x E V) into the R 2. 
Furthermore let us put t = # ~ s#. Thereby, H is determined; we have 
yet to prove (1). 
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(a) I f f  ~ g (R, ,~), i.e. if (5.2), (5.3) hold, we can derive in H: 
# T = # T g# (e) 
Thus, s ~*  g E U* (R, '~) implies 
t::** #Tg# lg  *al# g (P) 
or in other words L(H) ~ L(G). 
(b) Let us now recall that all rules from P involve one letter from 
V 1 both on the left and the right side, the rule ({ #, A) being an exception 
in the latter case. Let us use, for the time being, p1 - R 0 (3 R 1 and 
consider a derivation in p1 from the word # T f#. The only applicable 
rule is (5), i.e. for some p = (h, h') E R 
# Tf# ~ # r j#  (p1);  
further, rules from R~ ° may only be used, until the rule (6) is applicable, 
i.e. until the word #fT r# is derived. Next derivation yields the word 
#f ~ p#. However, # T ,J# ~ #f T ~# (p1) only if f E ~(p); if this is not 
the case (i.e. f (~ ~(p) ) the derivation stops result]essly at a word ~ U*. 
From #f ~ ~# any word #fl ~ if2#, where fff2 = f can be derived. The letter 
p may only be removed with the aid of the rule (8), which is feasible 
if h is a substring of f. 
If f = flhf~, then 
#f .~ p# ~*  #fl ~. ~hf3# ~ #f~ T h'f3#. (P~) 
The symbol T may arbitrarily be shifted to the left, until the word 
# T f~h~fi# s derived. 
Summarizing we may say that if # T f# ~*  # T g#, (P~) then f ~*  g 
(R, ~). Now, let t --- #Ts#~* g C U* (P), denote byf~ that word in 
this derivation (t ~ ..- ~f l  ~f2  ~*  g) in which a symbol C V I -- {{} 
has occurred for the last time. 
Necessarily, fl = # T fl'# (and f2 = I fl'#). This implies, however, that 
s ~*  f~' (R, ~). To the word fi, only a rule from R 2 is to be applied, and 
if fi = ] f,'# ~*  g C U* (P), then by necessityfl' = g; hence, L( H) c 
L(G). 
(c) In conclusion it is sufficient to recall that the grammar H satis- 
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ties the presuppositions of Lemma 6 where V is to be taken for V~I, 
and therefore, the language L(G) = L(H)  C T1. 
rl~3--rest 
Since the inclusion -1 ~ T1 as already mentioned is trivial, the 
theorem is proved. 
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